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Dangerous times for democracy… 
What can we do?

Democracy is in crisis because 
today’s governments largely 
fail to capitalize on their 
greatest untapped resource: 
the collective intelligence of 
their citizens.
Prof. Hélène Landemore, 
Yale University
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High profile contributors

Case studies from 
around the world

Handbook with latest 
science at the intersection 
of politics and CI 

The Routledge Handbook       
of Collective Intelligence for 
Democracy & Governance

3

https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/oa-edit/10.4324/9781003215929/routledge-handbook-collective-intelligence-democracy-governance-stephen-boucher-carina-antonia-hallin-lex-paulson
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/oa-edit/10.4324/9781003215929/routledge-handbook-collective-intelligence-democracy-governance-stephen-boucher-carina-antonia-hallin-lex-paulson
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/oa-edit/10.4324/9781003215929/routledge-handbook-collective-intelligence-democracy-governance-stephen-boucher-carina-antonia-hallin-lex-paulson


Our mission

Smarter Together
The Collective 
Intelligence Hub for 
Stronger Democracy

● NGO
● Research in action
● Capacity-building
● Mentorship
● Publications

Dreamocracy

Collective 
Creativity for the 
Common Good

● Consultancy
● Workshops
● Trainings

https://www.smarter-together.org/
http://dreamocracy.eu


Stephen Boucher
stephen.boucher@dreamocracy.eu

Intro

Why crowdsourcing and 
CI are key to public 
administration’s future

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephenboucher/


Our definition of CI

Collective intelligence (CI) is 
the capacity of groups to 
outperform individuals in 
problem-solving, innovation, 
prediction, creativity, and 
other cognitive tasks.

1+1 2>
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The science of getting smarter together
CI combines different perspectives to paint a fuller picture
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Key drivers of CI done well

Maximize cognitive diversity thanks to 
the individuals’ different perspectives, 
experiences, abilities, values, and 
knowledge.

Include different people
Larger groups tend to be more 
intelligent, under the right 
conditions…

Include more people1

2

2

1

Open, respectful, and informed 
dialogue thanks to: 
• Accurate and balanced information 
• Substantive balance of arguments 
• Participants represent all major 
positions

• Equal consideration of arguments 
on their merits

• Conscientiousness

Deliberate well3

Collective intelligence is fostered by a 
combination of intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation, depending on the task at 
hand.

Motivate properly4

Combine participants’ opinions into a 
collective judgment or decision in fair 
and accurate ways

Aggregate smartly5

3

4

6
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Collective thinking is enhanced through 
specially designed spaces and artifacts that 
extend the minds of the participants.

Extend6
Collective thinking is enhanced through 
specially designed spaces and artifacts 
that extend the minds of the participants



Public governance: 4 types of legitimacy

Process

Impact

Emotions

Input

Impact
Adequacy of policy results with 
population’s expectations

Process
Acceptance of preference aggregation 
and decision-making procedures

Emotions
Adherence to attachment to norms, 
values, deeper aspirations and fears

Input
Responsiveness to citizen concerns as a 
result of participation by the people



Agenda | Morning
10:15 Why better crowdsourcing for policy making?

Stephen Boucher, founder of Smarter Together and 
Dreamocracy

10:30 What can crowd forecasting do for policy makers?
Dr. Emile Servan-Schreiber, Managing Director at Hypermind, 
Affiliate Professor at UM6P School of Collective Intelligence

11:15 The case for crowdsourcing EU legislation with 
citizens
Assya Kavrakova, Executive Director of the European 
Citizen Action Service (ECAS)

https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/stephen-boucher/
https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/emile-servan-schreiber/


Agenda | Morning

12:00 Crowdsourcing also for legislative monitoring: 
the case of environmental compliance
Dr. Gitte Kragh, Researcher at Aarhus University, Senior 
Ecologist at the Nordic Agency for Development and Ecology 
(NORDECO)

12:30 What next? How to make crowdsourcing and 
policy makers (even) smarter
Anirudh Dinesh, Board Advisor at Foundation for Community 
Consensus, Research Fellow at The Governance Lab and at 
The Burnes Center for Social Change

https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/gitte-kragh/
https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/anirudh-dinesh/


Agenda | Afternoon
14:15 Crowdsourcing for social innovation and faster 

change 
Stephen Boucher, founder of Smarter Together and 
Dreamocracy

14:30 People-led innovation
Anirudh Dinesh, Board Advisor at Foundation for Community 
Consensus

15:00 Inspiration from the social innovation experts
Yannick Fischer, Ashoka Europe
Alain Boribon, Citizen Fund

https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/stephen-boucher/
https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/anirudh-dinesh/


Agenda | Afternoon

15:45 Co-coaching session
Policy makers, CSOs and social innovators imagine how 
they could better harness crowdsourcing, with all experts 
providing advice.
Facilitated by Stephen Boucher, Smarter Together and 
Dreamocracy

16:45 Conclusions



Emile Servan-Schreiber

Keynote 1

Crowd forecasting 
superpower

https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/emile-servan-schreiber/


Le calcul des probabilités, appliqué à la 
vie des nations est le fondement de toute 
haute politique.

Selon que ce calcul est rigoureux ou faux, 
approfondi ou dédaigné, la politique est 
glorieuse ou funeste, grande ou petite… 

- Emile de Girardin

In English: Probability estimation, applied to the life of nations, is the foundation of all high politics. Depending on 
whether the estimations are rigorous or faulty, thorough or neglected, politics is glorious or disastrous, great or 
small.... Governing is predicting.

Gouverner, c’est prévoir.



Forecasting is enhanced by crowdsourcing

Forecasting

Information 
Gathering

Estimating



Forecasting is enhanced by crowdsourcing

Forecasting

Information 
Gathering

Estimating

Limited individual

time and resources

Faster, more thorough

(Wikipedia)



Forecasting is enhanced by crowdsourcing

Forecasting

Information 
Gathering

Estimating

Limited individual

time and resources

Faster, more thorough

(Wikipedia)

Penalized by subjective noise

Noise cancels out & Information adds up

(Wisdom of Crowds)



Winner-Take-All

PREDICTION
MARKET

Trading Price = 

Probability

Winning Option
= 100

Losing Option
= 0

Yes = 90%

No = 10%



Basic market dynamics

I want to 
sell at 92%

I want to 
buy at 90%

I want to 
buy at 86%

Trade occurs
at price = 90%

Agree on price!

PR
IC

E
I want to 

sell at 90%
YES

= probability



Climate Geopolitics Economy Politics

http://predict.hypermind.com

Reliable probabilities on anything
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PREDICTED PROBABILITY
Outcome prices on the prediction market

816 questions (political, geopolitical, 
economic)

2,535 possible outcomes
875,735 trades (predictions)

8.5 years (Jun 2014 - Dec 2022)

Linear Regression Fit

Reality = Predicted – 1%

R2 = 0.995

DATA SET

Reality is aligned with the trading prices



Prediction PollPrediction Market

(probability)

(probability)

Another way to aggregate crowd forecasts



• 15 months
• 61 questions
• 19 viruses

24

x

Ebola, Influenza, Dengue, 
Cholera, Measles, … Covid

How many WHO member states will 
report more than 1000 cases of 
COVID-19 on or before April 2, 
2020?

• 15 states or less
• 16 to 30 states
• 31 to 45 states
• 46 states or more

Forecasting the severity of virus outbreaks
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• 15 months
• 61 questions
• 19 viruses

Public
Health 

Experts

Hypermind 
Skilled 
Forecasters

Other 
Medical 
Professionals

562
Participants

Other

69%
Domain Experts

Forecasting the severity of virus outbreaks

Ebola, Influenza, Dengue, 
Cholera, Measles, … Covid



Forecast Input

powered by

Crowd Forecast

Discussion

Question
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of 562 participants
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• Forecasting is hard work

• Data is sparse and noisy
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Individual error rate 
of 562 participants

Chance
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Crowd Forecast (simple average)

« Wisdom of Crowds »

Averaging combines 
knowledge and cancels noise
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Individual error rate 
of 562 participants

Chance
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Optimized Crowd Forecast
✔ Timeliness
✔ Past Accuracy
✔ Updating Frequency

Algorithms help optimize 
collective intelligence
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Crowd Forecast (simple average)

Individual error rate 
of 562 participants

Chance



310
forecasters

Domain Experts
Public Health 
ProfessionalsSkilled

Forecasters
from Hypermind

Neither

Both

x



CHANCE

.245

Median forecaster in every cohorts 
performed near chance.
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Individual
CrowdPerformance of individuals
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NEITHER DOMAIN 
EXPERTISE

FORECASTING 
SKILL

EITHER EVERYBODY

.245.247
.260.266

.359

The crowd of SKILLED 
FORECASTERS performed as well 
as the crowd of DOMAIN EXPERTS.

Both outperformed the 
crowd with NEITHER 
skill nor expertise.

Individual
Crowd

Strong “wisdom of crowd” 
effect in all sub-crowds.

The mixed crowd of EXPERTS OF 
EITHER KIND outperformed the 
crowd of DOMAIN EXPERTS ONLY.
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NEITHER DOMAIN 
EXPERTISE

FORECASTING 
SKILL

EITHER EVERYBODY

.245.247
.260.266

.359

The crowd of SKILLED 
FORECASTERS performed as well as 
the crowd of DOMAIN EXPERTS.

Participants with NEITHER 
forecasting skill nor domain 
expertise don’t hurt the 
performance of EVERYBODY.

Individual
Crowd

Strong “wisdom of crowd” 
effect in all sub-crowds.

The mixed crowd of EXPERTS OF 
EITHER KIND outperformed the 
crowd of DOMAIN EXPERTS ONLY.

M
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O
R

CHANCE

Performance of sub-crowds
Both outperformed the 
crowd with NEITHER 
skill nor expertise.



Domain experts can’t be 
trusted to forecast individually, 
only collectively.

Crowds of skilled general-purpose 
forecasters can augment or replace 
crowds of domain experts.

x



Will western 
sanctions hurt 

Russia?

Where?
When? 

How much?

Crowd forecasting Russian sanctions



1. CROWD STORM
Crowd proposes and prioritizes various 
impact indicators

Inflation

GDPOil Production

Oil & Gas 
Exports

Putin’s 
Popularity

Arms 
Shipments

RUB/USD

Aeroflot 
Traffic

China 
Trade

Street
Demonstrations

Oligarchs 
Wealth

Gazprom 
Market Cap

Crowd forecasting Russian sanctions



Collection + Curation
of forecast rationales

Forecast
aggregation

Yes

No

1. CROWD STORM
Crowd proposes and prioritizes 
various impact indicators

2. CROWD FORECAST
Crowd estimates probabilities 
and proposes rationales

Crowd forecasting Russian sanctions



Forecast
aggregation

Yes

No

1. CROWD STORM
Crowd proposes and prioritizes 
various impact indicators

2. CROWD FORECAST
Crowd estimates probabilities 
and proposes rationales

Forecasters consider it very likely that Putin will stay in power 
throughout 2023:

• No political opposition poses a tangible threat.
• The incentives for a coup are minimal, the risk too great.
• Putin's control over the military and intelligence seems total.
• Even defeat in Ukraine does not imply loss of power.
• His popularity rating remains at 80% as Russians seem 

impervious to war as long as it does not affect their standard 
of living.

YES (82%)

But some factors could still cause his downfall:

• Bad Health: if nothing is certain about his physical state, 
some forecaster mention his state of health.

• Long War: if Russia gets bogged down in a long war, Putin 
could be rejected by both the "hawks" and the population.

• Sanctions: the cumulative effect of economic sanctions and 
internal malfunctions could eventually reach a tipping point. 

NO (18%)

3. EXPLAIN
Synthetize and report the 
story behind the 
probabilities 

Collection + Curation
of forecast rationales

Crowd forecasting Russian sanctions
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Takeaways

Governing 
is 

predicting
Collective intelligence 
improves forecasting

Crowd forecasting sheds light 
on noisy policy-relevant topics

Skilled citizen forecasters can 
augment domain experts

Accurate and explainable



How could EU policy makers 
leverage crowdsourcing?





Assya Kavrakova
Executive director

Keynote 2

The case for 
crowdsourcing EU 
legislation with 
citizens

https://www.ecas.org


International, Brussels-based non-profit organisation with 
a pan-European membership and more than 30 years of 
experience 

Mission: to empower citizens in order to create a more 
inclusive and stronger European Union by:

- Promoting and defending citizens’ rights

- Developing and supporting mechanisms to increase 
citizens and citizen organisations’ democratic participation 
in, and engagement with, the EU.

 European Citizen 
Action Service

(ECAS)
 



In the framework of its European Democracy 
focus area, since 2015 ECAS has been:

- exploring the potential of ICT in reducing the gap 
between political representatives and citizens and 

- contributing to the creation of an engaged 
citizenship through civic tech 

 ECAS’s

Digital Democracy focus
 



Brabham D. C., 2008 definition: “an online, 
distributed, problem-solving and production 
model that leverages the collective intelligence
of online communities to serve specific 
organisational goals”.  
 

In simple terms: a way of connecting
and solving problems online with people
that you otherwise 
would not engage with.  

What is Crowdsourcing?

A digital democracy method 
that mobilises the so-called 

‘wisdom of the crowd’ on 
public policy issues.



ECAS’s Studies and Projects on

 crowdsourcing legislation

with citizens

01

Analysis of 27 
case studies of 
crowdsourcing 
from around the 
globe (2016)

02
Thorough analysis of 
the crowdsourcing of 
the Constitutional 
reform in Iceland in 
2010/2011 and the 
Off-Road Traffic Law 
in Finland in 2012 

03 04
EUCROWD 
project: areas, 
citizens wish to 
crowdsource at EU 
level (2017):  
education, health 
and environment 

CODE Europe 
and DigiDEM 
projects: 
crowdsourcing 
citizens’ opinions 
in 10 MS on “air 
quality” in 2022 



Slide title 2Consortium of 15 partners: European NGOs, civic tech 
organisations, think-tanks and a university

         
        Four separate phases

Problem Mapping: Citizens identify problems related to ‘air quality’ 
that they encounter in their daily life

Problem Solving: Citizens propose solutions to the ‘air quality’ 
problems they have mapped in Phase 1

Ideas Selection: Citizens evaluate the solutions proposed in Phase 2 
to highlight the most popular ideas and priorities for European 
policy-makers

Policy Formulation: Based on the previous phases, citizens formulate 
and co-create policy proposals on ‘air quality’ with experts

The crowdsourcing of 
citizens’ opinions on “air 
quality”:

the first ever 
transnational project 
pilot on crowdsourcing 
legislation in 10 
European cities in 10 MS



Slide title 2
Four technological platforms were designed for the four phases

Comprehensive Communications and outreach strategy:
- more than 4,100 contributions from citizens 
- approximately 98 224 reached throughout Europe on its digital 
platforms 

Development of a universally applicable assessment framework for 
e-participation projects, based on a clear set of assessment criteria 
and allowing objective comparison of the role and impact of 
e-participation projects across time and space

The crowdsourcing of 
citizens’ opinions on “air 
quality”:

the first ever 
transnational project 
pilot on crowdsourcing 
legislation in 10 
European cities in 10 MS



Main Conclusion

The engagement method of crowdsourcing with 
citizens has viable potential to reduce the gap 
between political elites and citizens through 
co-decision-making:

- the method portrays citizens’ perspectives as 
experts of everyday life;

- their perspectives help align government 
resources with citizens’ priorities;

- this increases both the legitimacy of the 
decisions taken and their ownership by 
citizens. 

Crowdsourcing, used as a 
participatory democracy method in 
policy-making, has a potential for 
creating, according to Aitamurto & 
Chen (2017): 
Epistemic value: policy-makers are 
provided with the crowd’s experience 
and expert-based knowledge

Democratic value: crowdsourcing 
increases inclusiveness, transparency, 
accountability, deliberation and civic 
empowerment in policy-making
Economic value: crowdsourcing 
provides innovative solutions, a more 
efficient knowledge search and a 
committed public.

 



- Designed to take place prior to the EU public 
consultations 

- Best suited to the stages of Agenda Setting and Policy 
Formulation as these could reinforce the EU’s legitimacy 
through:
participation (input legitimacy), 
performance (output legitimacy) and 
process (throughput legitimacy)

- Should take place on a subject matter (policies) under 
the exclusive or shared competence of the EU, rather 
than for regulatory legislation or international treaty 
frameworks

Designing 
Crowdsourcing 
at the EU level

Why? 
The EU-level (e-)participation 
tools 
are limited in the extent to which 
citizens can influence 
policy-making

Legal basis: 
Art. 10(3) TEU: Every citizen
has the right to participate in the 
democratic life of the EU and 
decisions
should be taken as openly and as 
closely as possible to the citizen

How? 
Adding crowdsourcing to the EU 
(e-)participation democratic 
toolbox



EU crowdsourcing blueprint: 

Functionality, user-friendliness 
and accessibility
of the crowdsourcing
platform
 

01
Intuitive, visually 
appealing with a 
user-friendly 
design and offering 
as much 
interaction as 
possible platform

02
Analysis-based 
authentication 
process 
considering the 
objectives and the 
culture of 
participation in 
each country 

05
Multilinguism 
must be ensured 
through manual or 
automated 
translations or a 
combination of 
both

Experts on 
inclusion should 
be consulted to 
ensure platform’s 
accessibility to 
disadvantaged 
groups

 03
Security of the 
online platform and 
citizens’ data 
protection should 
be ensured, 
disclosing why the 
data is being 
collected and how it 
will be processed

 04



EU crowdsourcing blueprint:

Participation

01

 

02

 

04
Visuals and 
branding should 
be coherent and 
harmonised 
across all stages 
of the process

05
Flexibility to 
accommodate the 
challenge of external 
circumstances or 
unexpected internal 
developments 

 03
A universal 
communication 
strategy with clear 
KPIs, implemented 
in a decentralised 
manner through 
country-specific 
activities

The policy topic 
should be a 
subject to which 
citizens can easily 
relate and feel 
confident in having 
a say on 

A tailored strategy 
for accessibility 
and inclusiveness 
should also provide 
for  contributions 
offline, to bridge 
the digital divide 



EU crowdsourcing blueprint:

Feedback and Impact

01 02

04
Sufficient human 
and financial 
resources should 
be allocated for 
analysing the 
contributions 
from citizens

05
Assessment 
Framework for 
E-Participation to 
evaluate the 
process and ensure 
a learning curve

 03
Feedback to 
citizens:  every 
process should 
envisage clear 
communication on 
how citizens can 
verify the impact of 
their contributions

Commitment of 
decision-makers to 
the process and its 
outcomes is a must. 
Better 
policy-making links 
between local and 
EU levels

Dissemination 
strategies should 
consider major 
political events to 
maximise the 
impact of citizens’ 
contributions



Assya Kavrakova

assya.kavrakova@ecas.org

Executive Director
European Citizen Action Service 

(ECAS)

Thank You for Your 
Attention!



Crowdsourcing 
for legislative monitoring: 
the case of environmental 
compliance

Keynote 3

Gitte Kragh, PhD
gitte@citizenscience.dk

https://www.smarter-together.org/about-collective-intelligence-democracy/experts/gitte-kragh/


Citizen science – wide range of fields

Citizen 
science

Ecology

Health

Cultural 
heritage

Archaeology

Quantum 
physics

Meteoro-
logy

Social 
science

Astronomy

”SDG 
monitoring”

Natural 
Resource 

Mngt

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



Mobilizing collective intelligence for 
adapting to climate change in the 
Arctic:
The case of monitoring Svalbard’s and Greenland’s 
environment by expedition cruises
Kragh, G., Poulsen, M., Iversen, L., Cheeseman, T. & Danielsen, F. (2023) 
The Routledge Handbook of Collective Intelligence for Democracy and 
Governance
(chapter 38)

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



The Arctic
 Svalbard
● 1143 species of plants
● 203 species of birds
● 11 species of whales
● Polar bears, walruses 
● SealsWilderness, vast, remote

Low population density
Climate change impact

Photo: Tetyana DotsenkoGitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



Collective Intelligence

 Pilot citizen science programmes 
on expedition cruises

 Secchi 
Disk

Expedition cruise 
operators

Citizen science project reps
Scientists

Local government 
representatives

Citizen scientists 
(the visitors)

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



Data Collection

 11 obs

 141 obs

 705 checklists

 1 obs

P
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Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



From data to governance

 Intermediary initiative or 
organisation needed for data 
to reach policy-makers

 Careful consideration of:
• participants’ motivation and interests
• usefulness for policy, natural resource 

management and environmental 
compliance

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



From data to governance

 Intermediary initiative or 
organisation needed for data 
to reach policy-makers

 Careful consideration of:
• participants’ motivation and interests
• usefulness for policy, natural resource 

management and environmental 
compliance

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



Effectiveness in generating 
management interventions

Local 
participation 
boosts 
action

Philippines protected-area resources

Danielsen et al. 2021

Interventions addressing both

Interventions addressing outsiders

Interventions addressing locals

n = 156 management interventions

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



Decision-making from published 
monitoring systems

Danielsen et al. 2010Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 

Limited local involvement in monitoring

Locally-based monitoring

Scientist-executed monitoring



Danielsen et al. 2010Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 

Limited local involvement in monitoring

Locally-based monitoring

Scientist-executed monitoring

Decision-making from published 
monitoring systems

(n = 45)

(n = 37)

(n = 22)



Title

Content

subtitle

Danielsen et al. 2021Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



How do we know?

Mainly thanks to volunteer 
Collective Intelligence 
efforts (monitoring by 
birders)!

International conservation policy 
delivers benefits for birds in Europe

The ‘Birds’ Directive 
(1979)
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Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



…relatively simple yet robust 
population monitoring can play an 
important role in assessing the 
success of supragovernmental 
conservation policies…

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 

International conservation policy 
delivers benefits for birds in Europe



If such policies were to 
provide support for 
monitoring… their success 
could be evaluated.

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 

International conservation policy 
delivers benefits for birds in Europe



International Conservation Policy 
Delivers Benefits for Birds in Europe

The Birds Directive (1979)
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…setting targets that are both 
quantitative and measurable 
would increase the resolution of 
subsequent assessments.

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



International Conservation Policy 
Delivers Benefits for Birds in Europe

The Birds Directive (1979)
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Until policy and monitoring 
become more integrated, the 
success of international 
conservation policies in protecting 
the planet’s biodiversity… will be 
difficult or impossible to quantify.

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



International Conservation Policy 
Delivers Benefits for Birds in Europe

The Birds Directive (1979)
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The prognosis for biodiversity is grim 
because this lack of feedback can 
only serve to weaken international 
policy intervention at a time of 
unprecedented loss.

Donald et al. 2007 (in Science)

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework 
(-> Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework)
Agreement Dec. 2022
EU + 195 countries signed

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University Danielsen et al. (In review)



K-M Global Biodiversity Framework (291 indicators)

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 

K-M Biodiversity Framework Agreement Compliance Monitoring

Scientist 
monitoring

Local 
community 
monitoring

Indicators 
monitored=+

55% 45% 100%



International Community of Practice
❖ Citizen Science Global Partnership 

❖ Regional associations
❏ European Citizen Science Association (2013)
❏ Citizen Science Association (2012/2014)
❏ Australian Citizen Science Association (2014)
❏ African Citizen Science Association (2017/2021)
❏ South African Citizen Science Association (2023)
❏ Asian Citizen Science Association (2018)
❏ Red Iberoamericana de Ciencia Participativa (2019)

❖ National networks, e.g. at least 17 in Europe alone, including 
Citizen Science Netværket

❖ EU-citizen.science 

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 

http://citizenscienceglobal.org/


UNESCO Recommendation on Open Science

Content

subtitle

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 

Citizen Science & 
Open Science CoP

?

Report for the 
UNESCO Open 
Science Toolkit

Guidance for the 
implementation 
of the UNESCO 
Open Science 
Recommendation 
re. ”Opening 
science to 
society”

http://citizenscienceglobal.org/


Enhancing our 
understanding 
through new 
knowledge 
collaborations 

E.g., through 
indigenous or local 
knowledge

1

More public 
engagement in 
democracy & 
democratic 
processes

Incl. empowering 
local communities 
and individuals to 
act

3

Better 
local/regional 
management 

E.g., management of 
natural resources or 
urban issues such as 
air pollution

4

Better and 
potentially 
faster 
compliance 
implementation 
and monitoring

5

Shortening 
distance 
between the 
public and 
policy-makers

2

Benefits of citizen science

Gitte Kragh, NORDECO & Aarhus University 



Scientist 
monitoring

Policy-mak
ers

Compliance

Local 
community 
monitoring





People-Led Innovation

19 September 2023, Brussels

Keynote 4

Anirudh Dinesh
anirudh@thegovlab.org

Research Fellow, The Governance Lab and The 
Burnes Center for Social Change



● We’re often dealing with “wicked 
problems”

● Finding solutions is hard
● Identifying the root causes is hard!

Finding Practical Solutions to Hard 
Challenges



Declining Trust in Government

01 02



● Data-driven
● Agile, and
● Capable of tapping expertise from a 

variety of sources

Designing alternate ways of working

To deal with these challenges, public 
institutions need to be more:



People-led Innovation

Too often, we’re not fully using our 
greatest asset - our communities - 
to identify and tackle these 
challenges



Our greatest assets

Our communities include those with a wide variety of traditional 
expertise across subject matters.

But equally, if not more importantly, they have the lived 
experience of the problems we are confronted with.



Civic Engagement increases trust 



Citizens don’t feel heard

Only 33% 
expect governments to 
adopt opinions expressed 
in a public consultation



Looking beyond Citizen Assemblies

Representative, random samples of a population 
brought together to debate and vote on issues on 
behalf of the larger group



Technology-enabled Crowdsourcing

These newer forms of “crowdsourcing” are not only 
more democratic, they’re also more legitimate, 
diverse and most importantly, more effective.



Not just an open text box on the 
internet

We’re not looking for people’s opinions.

We’re asking for their expertise and lived experience.

And we want to make it easy for people to share that 
expertise.



Caters to the needs of the public 
AND the policymaker

Well designed crowdsourcing makes it easy for the public to 
participate but equally, we want to make the inputs 
actionable for the decision makers who will receive it!



Addressing different 
needs at each stage of 
the policymaking cycle
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Heard from over 4,000 workers in New Jersey



Heard from over 4,000 workers in New Jersey



All Our Ideas

For identifying and prioritizing problems 

Free and Open Source tool

Needs 1-2 FTE to develop problem statements, outreach and comms 
plan and analysis

allourideas.org



Received 400 ideas and over 5,000 participants 



City Challenge

An Ugandan startup converting waste plastic into building materials 
was awarded a US$40,000 grant from the UNDP Uganda ‘Youth for 
Business Innovation and Entrepreneurship Facility’

africa.multicitychallenge.org



Your Priorities

We’re looking for implementable and effective solutions - not just 
“innovative” ones.

Free and Open source tool 

Needs 1-2 FTE 

yrpri.org



Not just crowdsourcing widely. 
But crowdsourcing wisely.
- Beth Simone Noveck

Director, The Governance Lab



Of course in many situations we want to reach out to as many people 
as possible.

But in some situations, we want to add a layer of curation to this 
process to crowdsource “wisely”

smartercrowdsourcing.org

Not just crowdsourcing widely. 
But crowdsourcing wisely.



Combining problem 
definition, crowdsourcing and 
curation to develop 
actionable recommendations 
for policymakers based on 
input from interdisciplinary 
experts.



For the public

When we put out large documents that we expect people to provide 
feedback on, new tools enable us to very quickly create a tool where 
people can ask any questions they have about the policy document 
and get answers that are easy to understand. 

This enables the citizen to provide informed feedback

E.g: Civis, Jugalbandi

Technology helps us make this 
process more efficient and 
effective



For the decision-makers

Helps us save time in preparing first drafts of the statements for the 
All Our Ideas tool.

Many new tools will even segregate responses from public 
consultations into buckets of topic area or based on similarity and 
provide summaries.

Technology helps us make this 
process more efficient and 
effective



Solving problems with, not for, people





Crowdsourcing for
social innovation

Ashoka & Citizen Fund

Keynote 5

Yannick Fischer, Ashoka Belgium
Alain Boribond, Citizenfund

https://www.ashoka.org/es-es/people/yannick-fischer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alain-boribon-02298a144/




3.800
Social

Entrepreneurs
(Ashoka Fellows)

500+ 
Partners

Since

We´ve built the 
world’s first and 
largest network 

of social 
entrepreneurs

Today we are a global 
network of

90
countries

In more than

1980

Reaching changemakers 
at all levels

Local & global partners 
trust us to achieve social 

and environmental impact 
together

 Ashoka is working for social impact globally

1.000.000  
Fellows, youth, ASN 
schools, companies, 

etc, 



How we accelerate impact

Connect a community of changemakers 
and leverage the network’s resources and 
know-how.

Source&Select
the most impactful social entrepreneurs 

and young changemakers

Scale
their solutions through 

tailored support, 
partnerships and 

topic-specific initiatives

Connect
communities of 

changemakers locally and at 
the European level to 

leverage the network’s 
power

Analyse&Share
innovation trends, learnings and 

most impactful
solutions coming

from our
experience

Influence
new discussion spaces through 

ecosystem initiatives, 
communication campaigns, events 

and policy work.



“Ashoka is a living 
encyclopedia of 
social innovation 
in every field 
around the world."
Jimmy Wales, Founder of Wikipedia
Ashoka Fellow



 Solutions are out there
 We know where to find them!

Katarzyna Szymielewicz established a 
platform to enable civil society to monitor 
surveillance mechanisms and legal 
interventions that affect
privacy rights.

Elena Calistru is making 
civic engagement 
mainstream and 
desirable for citizens.

Christian Vanizette, connects social enterprises 
that want to solve certain problems with citizens 
willing to collaborate by organising a network that 
can interact

Alberto Alemanno matches civil society 
organisations with expert citizens to work 
together on lobbying for social causes.

Clara Jimenez Cruz is promoting the 
creation of a conscious community that  

tackles misinformation and fake news.

650+
Ashoka 

Fellows in 
Europe

Oren Yakobovich turns citizens in communities affected by human rights 
violations into journalists that film and expose violations and advocate for 
solutions, instead of depending on top-down interventions.

Paul Radu fights international organised crime by 
connecting a new generation of global investigative 
journalists with a diverse group of programmers, 
officers, data scientists, and even librarians, to 
develop and feed data to the technological 
infrastructure to expose crime



Collective Impact Initiatives



The Cohort











Join for the Report Launch on October 12th 


